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Welcome to our family dinner, please have a seat!
• “It is a very sensitive and 
complex issue with 
opposed stances!”
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• “Are the nuclear power 
plants really safe?” “what 
about the nuclear waste 
storage?”
• “Do they [the experts] 
still want to bury them?”
• “It is not only about us, 
but it is also about our 
grandchildren and the 
next generations”
• “Such much 
uncertainties, how 
to deal with it?”
• Last but not least: “By the 
way, as you seem to be 
an expert, are you in 
favor or against nuclear 
energy?” 
• “I’m not sure I am 
competent. Who 
really is?”  
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1. Introduction – sitting at the family dinner
2. Where I belong
2.1 The STS « churches »
2.2 Being a nuclear STS scholar
3. Five decades of Social Science Research on RW
3.1 With Solomon et al. (2010); (Hietala & Geysmans 2020)
3.2 Trying again: three Belgian illustrations of the same old new 
STS agenda
4. Conclusion: we, nuclear STS, are lost in translation
Outline
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2. Mapping the field: the STS « churches »
There is the part of Science and Technology Studies (STS) that 
addresses and often challenges traditional perspectives in 
philosophy, sociology, and history of science and technology; it 
has developed increasingly sophisticated understandings of 
scientific and technical knowledge, and of the processes and 
resources that contribute to that knowledge. 
There is also the part of STS that focuses on reform or 
activism, critically addressing policy, governance, and funding 
issues, as well as individual pieces of publicly relevant science 
and technology; it tries to reform science and technology in the 




2. Mapping the field: the STS « churches »
However, this image of division ignores the numerous bridges 
between the Churches, so numerous that they form another 
terrain in which the politics of science and technology are 
explored. There we find theorists increasingly concerned with 
practical politics of science, articulating positions with respect 
to questions about the place of expertise in a democracy, or 





2. Being a nuclear STS scholar
• Breaking the myth of neutrality (Delvenne, 
Parotte 2019, Thoreau 2019)
« Situated and embodied knowledges [are] an 
argument against various forms of unlocatable, and 




2. Being a nuclear STS scholar
• Embarked with the waste
« the questions of researcher’s engagement must be
solved in a practical way, articulated to the  objects of 




2. Being a nuclear STS scholar
• STS scholar messages occur on different 
« stages »
« Advisors [as STS scholar could be], like all performers, 
envision the audience their work will eventually 
encounter and, at least to some extent, tailor their 
presentations accordingly. Because advisors 
« respond » in advance to imagined audiences, the 
production and reception of science advice cannot be 
completely disentangled » (Hilgartner, 2000: 7)
8
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3. Five decades of social 
sciences researches on RWM
With 
Solomon et al. (2010) and
Hietala and Geysmans (2020)
9
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3. From 70’s to mid 2000
• 70’s – 80’s : The Nuclear « Achilles heel is
diagnosed ».
• 80’s – 90’s : Repository sitings, risks and siting 
conflicts
• Mid 90’s to mid 2000: flow of case studies on 
resistances and stalemates against HLW disposal
10
Social scientists consider themselves problem solvers, as much as engineers and 
geologists (Solomon et al 2010, 30).
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3. From 2000 onwards
2000 – 2020: still a sociotechnical challenge
• Focus on individuals: Individual(ized) 
perceptions about risks, benefits and 
acceptance of RWM facilities; 
• Focus on systemic and historical approches: 
Governance approaches in RWM;
• Focus on the waste or RW technologies : 




3. From 2009 onwards: three illustrative cases
• Failing attempts to open up the framing and the NWM process in 
2012, 2016 and 2020 
• Open up the debate to publics and experts, be proactive, organize a new 
debate, multiply hybrid arenas for experts, publics and policy makers to 
produce knowledge. 
• Being perceived as too institutionally engaged in 2019
• Failing attempts to include uninvited critics to participate at a broad
universities consortium research . 
• Taking distance for other (public) stages in 2020-21
• Public statements on RWM organisation choices.
• Engaging with other actors (at the European level, federal, regional levels)
12
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3. STS and social science engagements: for 
what results? 
13
« Has social science research made a difference? At this point in time, it is useful
to consider whether social science research findings have been considered in HLW 
management and disposal decisions, and  the general answer is no » (Solomon et 
al. 2010, 29). 
When they possibly have some: they seem to « maintain a socio-technical divide
in RWM » (Hietala and Geysmans 2020)
When they are obviously powerless, they can witness how some actors reproduce
the exact same mistakes they did many years ago (Parotte et Fallon 2020).  
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4. Lost in translation, how to (re)act?  
15
Six grades of commitment (Hacking, 1999, 28-29) 
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4. Lost in translation and (next) Nuclear STS engagements
First possibility: Keep going with tenacity 
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“being prepared to 
persevere even if 
there is no hope of 
realizing one’s goals” 
(Rip 2006) 
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4. Lost in translation and (next) Nuclear STS engagements
Second possibility: Practicing irony from the inside
Source: gosocial.co; acessed 2021
‘Reflexive governance is good, because it maintains 
the illusion of governance’? (Rip 2006)
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4. Lost in translation and (next) Nuclear STS engagements
Third possibility: Being a reformist, but 
carefully from within or the outside. 
18
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4. Lost in translation and (next) Nuclear STS engagements
Four possibility: Being a rebel or a 
revolutionary activist
« An activist who moves beyond the world 
of ideas and tries to change the world »  
(Hacking 1999,20)
« to engage in the rejection of these worlds
in the making, in all the gravity of their
presence and their becoming. We know 
what we know and what we don't want » 
(Thoreau 2019)
19
Bure House. Source: Réseau Sortir du Nucléaire, accessed 2021 
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4. Nuclear STS engaged in translations
You, be multiple and be mobile
20
« Neither embarked nor disembarked » 
(Callon 1999)
Source: nouvelobs.com, accessed 2021
« in conversation with the situation »(Schön 1985, 
quoted in Rip 2006). 
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4. Nuclear STS engaged in translations
Accept to take part in the production of NW 
”serviceable truths”
21
“ [Nuclear STS communities] should be able to enforce “serviceable
truths, [which are] robust statements about the condition of the 
world, with enough buy-in from both science and society to serve as a 
basis for collective decisions” (Jasanoff, 2017: 3). 
Source: 123fr.com accessed 2021
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Thank you for your attention
Contact: celine.parotte@uliege.be
PhD in Political and Social Sciences
Spiral Research Center, RU Cité, Liege University, Belgium
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Additionnal slides for FAQ
• For the discussion
25
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FAQ/ Situated knowledge 








Avril 2020 Mai 2020 – … Août- Septembre 2020
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FAQ/ Expert-public relations: how to talk about hybrid 
forum when Deficit Model remains the minimum to 
reach in several nuclearized countries? 
• “This discussion [at the Modern 2020 workshop] underlines how the deficit
model, which promotes top-down information, remains the main
discussion topic for local stakeholders. They did not suggest changing the
way nuclear experts should communicate or inform local stakeholders.
Rather, local stakeholders insist on how the quality of information,
provided by nuclear and technological experts, should be improved. In
order to increase this quality, local stakeholders stress that technical
experts should take the local stakeholders’ perspectives into account and
be open-minded to other perspectives. Then, both parties would be able to






do you have 
open or closed 
experimental 
mindset? 
(why?)
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